
TPC 2008  

Attendance 

TRU Faculty, Staff, Administration  

Allied Health Programs (Respiratory Therapy)    6  

Animal Health Technology         5  

Biological Sciences                    13  

Career & Co-Operative Education  6  

Centre for Teaching and Learning   3  

Chemistry                                              5  

Computing Science                            1  

Counselling                                          6  

Dean of Science                                  1  

Early Childhood Education                 2  

Engineering, Design & Drafting Technolgy 1  

Faculty of Arts                                     14 

English as a Second Language     19  

Human Service Programs         2  

Institutional Planning & Analysis     5  

Instructional Design & Research Group 1  

Mathematics and Statistics     3  

Natural Resource Science      3  

Open Learning                           1  

Physical Science                        4  

School of Business & Economics  3  

School of Education                     1  

School of Nursing                       26  

Social Work and Human Service  3  

Tourism      2  

Library         1  

University Prep   8  

Research Chair 1  

VP Academic   1  

Students   21 

Kamloops Community 1  

TOTAL 173 Registered  

Feedback from Survey 

What were your favourite parts of the colloquium?  

The keynote (10): “Inspiring”  

All (4): “Overall, a good day.”  



Socializing with colleagues (10): “Meeting friends not often seen.”  

“Coffee breaks—to chat and share.”  

The sessions, in general (9): “Getting ideas I can incorporate into my teaching.” 

“Small group exchange of ideas”    “Diversity of presentations” 

“Topic Selection”    “Variety”   and range of disciplines/departments 

“Thoughtful presentations”        “Thanks to faculty for sharing.” 

One or two sessions in particular (15): “Integrating technology with teaching” 

“Strategies for large groups”     Cultural Safety 

 

Gary Hunt;  Lyn Baldwin; Penny Heaslip;  Val Collins; ;  Lynne Wiltse  

Closing video (4): “Fabulous.” “Awesome video—positive ending.” “I recognize the work that 

went into this. Excellent!”  

Suggestions for the Organizing Committee to consider for next time 

Nothing (many)… “Great job keeping to time.”  

 Repeat presentations for MEd. students who couldn’t attend. (1) 

 “Would be nice to have presentations from under-represented departments on campus.”  

 Two days would be great. (1) 

 Early start is hard for those with children to drop off (3): keep back rows open for those 

who have to arrive late; post a note to encourage them to come in and alert keynote 

speaker this could happen… 

 Difficult to make choices among sessions (3) 

 Turnaround time between sessions is tight (1) 

 Video sessions to see later (1) 

 Require sessions to be more interactive (1) 

 Have sessions match abstracts more closely (1) 

 Plenary not relevant for students (1) 

Any additional comments on the availability of information, the registration 

process, or promotion of the event?  

Registration was “easy and convenient” (a few comments on this).  

“All good.”         “Respectful of time.”         “More Dr. Wall!” 

“So important to the culture of TRU.”         “ Well organized and promoted.” 



“Website good.”    “$10 is a bargain!”         “Thank you.”   


